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ABSTRACT 

Digitalization has tremendous innovation and transformation in insurance sector. The 

raising trend of process automation and lean compliance in insurance industry has emerged in 

using Artificial Intelligence. The theory and development of computer system enables to perform 

tasks with human intelligence is required. In order to function Artificial Intelligence with machine 

and systems in easy, smart, quick delivery service and necessitate new skills and access.  The 

break through to deal with challenges in distribution network and technology across spheres like 

customer service, claims and processing data. There is a lot of requirement in digital 

infrastructure and rise in to reach out to offer solutions and integrate all the data to predict the 

trends in market is difficult task. Artificial Intelligence provides new ways to measure, control 

price risk, reduce cost and improve efficiency. This gives competition increasingly well-funded 

and quick thinking software base components. The task including measuring, managing risks, 

handling claims, selling policies and recognizing changing consumer demand requires lot of up 

gradation in technology to sustain in current business environment and developing economy. 

The objective of this paper is to know about technology which transmutes the insurance sector 

prospects to potential challenges and blending the technology to increase capacity to collect and 

analyses data and draw towards valuable arrangement in the process. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Financial Planning has become a part of every one’s life. Be it for life, health, wealth, business 

and retirement etc. Insurance is essential for protection, minimize risk and instigate for saving. 

Technological changes has not left behind the insurance sector as it is also one of the major service 

provider to customers which accelerates revenue to economic development. There is uprising shift in the 

field of insurance. .The increase trend of accessing android smart phone, smart watches sensors are 
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benefiting customers. The technology has enabled demand from customers for new methods which is 

quick, smart and easy process .The time taken for the processing of customers service, claims and the 

duration has to be minimized. Artificial Intelligence performs task with computer system with 

competence of machine to replicate intelligent human behavior. The changing dimensions has created to 

provide improved efficiency in services for customers. 

1.1 Objective of the Study 

 To understand the use of Artificial Intelligence. 

 To know about the efficiency of Artificial Intelligence in Insurance sector. 

 To know the challenges in managing Artificial Intelligence. 

II. METHODOLGY 

    This research paper is based on secondary data which is collected from magazines, newspaper, 

journals, articles, website, and government publications. 

Table 1 

Elements Associated with Artificial Intelligence 

Elements Description Application in Insurance Sector 

1. Machine Learning Identify the patterns make 
prediction and make 
decisions. 

Fraud detection, risk evaluation. 

2. Natural Language 
Processing 

Interaction between 
computer and humans. 

Customer portals and mobile apps. 

3. Big data Voluminous data’s 
potentially mined for 
information. 

Information on customers, gaining 
customers insights, fraud detection 
and threat mapping. 

4. Chat bots Conducts conversations 
and interact with 
customers. 

To know the need and address the 
customers queries. 

5. Audio ,image and 
video 

Capturing and Uploading. Analyze evidence and evaluate risk. 

6. Robotic Process 
Automation(RPA) 

Handles high volume 
repeatable task that 
humans perform. 

Claims processing and underwriting. 

 

Table 2 

Artificial Intelligence used in Health Insurance 

Technology Name Monitors 

Biometric sensors and Smart 
watches 

Heart rate, blood pressure and 
glucose level. 

Cognitive computers (using AI 
elements) 

Doctors diagnoses illness and 
treatment. 

Telematics 
Customers driving habits for 
accurate risk profile. 

 

Table 3 

Artificial Intelligence used in Smart homes and Property Insurance 

Technology Name Monitors 

Internet connected 
doorbell 

Allow to see, speak with visitors at the door using mobile. 

ADT Pulse Limit damage from leaking water pipes using smart phone. 

Google Nest 
Thermostats 

Damages from frozen pipes and other extreme temperature 
conditions. 
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Table 4 

Artificial Intelligence used in Wearable’s, Life and Health 

Technology 
Name 

Monitors 

Wearable’s Healthcare predictive, preventive and personalized. 

Fit Bits Unprecedented data on health of a client. 

Drones 
Small Unmanned aerial vehicles to access during 
natural disaster, remote places and captures images on 
event of accidents to estimated damages. 

Artificial Intelligence is used in various services of insurance and this enables individuals to 

oversee polices, identify areas of coverage that are missing. So that better coverage to be obtained as per 

the need and requirements of customers. 

2.1 Challenges in using Artificial Intelligence in Insurance 

  Training employees on tasks, practice, performance and evaluate alternative new methods. 

 Cost consideration to maintain the Infrastructure for technology. 

 The problem to monitor errors occurrence and overviewing the issues. 

 Issues relating to data, sharing information, security and privacy. 

 Lack of expertise and awareness towards new technological methods. 

 Handling voluminous data and level of control. 

 Present structure in organization to migrate towards new structure. 

 Uncertain towards business opportunities and sustainable growth. 

 Conflicts with agents channel and distribution networks. 

 Train to focus critical activities and generate return on investments. 

2.2 Analysis and Interpretation 

         The Insurance sector application of Artificial Intelligence in back office operations, risk 

management, detection, customer service and compliance are the value chain to provide efficient 

service. According to EMEA (Europe Middle East and Africa) Financial Services Industry and 

EFMA (European Financial Management Association) April 2017 by Grid Deloitte. The back office 

requires 78%, risk management and detection requires 56% of Artificial Intelligence applications, this 

requires major portion of the technology used to do the process. The above mentioned challenges 

constitute in one or the other way to disrupt the process. The below table 1 and graph 1 depicts the 

key barriers towards providing services that are hindering the process and creates certain frictions in 

the system. The percentage shows the level of difficulty to operate in certain parameters to provide 

the services.   

Table 5 

Key Barriers to Artificial Intelligence 

 Particulars Percentage 

High cost 20 

Lack of technical ability 14 

Lack of quality and privacy concerns 12 

Concerns of trust 11 

Too many unknowns 10 

Lack of skilled teams to manage 9 

Source: Artificial Intelligence in India-hype or reality impact of Artificial Intelligence across industries 

and user group February 2018 by PWC 
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Graph 1 

 

The graph represents that 20% of high cost this is due to technology used and the company 

affordable to purchase and use it. Secondly lack of technical ability is 14% as Artificial Intelligence works 

with Cognitive computers the training and ability to adopt, learn and solve complex and critical issues is 

difficult to certain extent. While the quality, trust. Unknown factors and skilled teams shows the gradual 

decrease in percentage as 12%, 11%, 10% and 9% respectively. There is increase need to support, 

guidance, collaborations and advance research in case of errors and solutions from various ends to 

minimize the barriers so as to executive in a smooth process of the system and require constant learning 

and up grading technology cannot be eliminated as the business environment and customers adopt for 

changes.  The increase task to cope with competition and efficiency has become the prime importance for 

growth and achievement of the end results. 

III. CONCLUSION 

Artificial Intelligence aims to transform, influence the working patterns. Identifying the essential 

of data and directing the training process to get the outcomes. The collective collaborations with business, 

government authorities should work for efficiency and reduce cost. Constant learning, investments and 

technology to solve complex problems. There is need for flexibility and balance in working with ethical 

standards. The models that are created must ensure for accountability, ability to direct and manage the 

system. Though risk is part and parcel in any business towards implementing, the barriers must be 

minimized by finding new ways in advance researches, training and development, distribution networks 

and outsourcing of certain supporting services. The balance in maintaining and working to focus on 

critical activities to possess knowledge, control and maintain the technology in insurance sector is 

required as the process and claims to be evaluated accurately and quick methods to ensure efficiency in 

segments of insurance sector. 
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